WHITE WINES
FROM CRETE
Lyrarakis White Minimus, P.G.I. Heraklion 375ML

19.00

VI DIAN O
Local, sustainably grown grapes are harvested at night, almost a month
earlier than normally and vivificated with minimal intervention, in order to
achieve a pure, clean, low-alcohol wine.

Thalassinos, Strataridaki, V.D.P. Heraklion

€ 32.00

CHARD O N N AY
Golden yellow and sparkling/brilliant, rich and cool wine, flavoured with
citrus and lime blossoms and a light taste of pear and fresh banana. It is
a typical representative of the cosmopolitan variety “chardonnay” in its
Mediterranean version. With good acidity, almost crisp, it will reveal in its
impressive aftertaste an unforgettable sea breeze.

Douloufakis, Dafnes, P.G.I. Heraklion

30.00

SAUV IGN O N B LA N C
Gold-colored with lemon glints. Ripe, melony nose. Firm, full bodied,
textured. Grisp, clean finish. A nicely made Sauvignon Blanc with plenty
of character and good balance.

Manousakis Nostos, P.G.I. Heraklion

48.00

ROUSSAN E
Bright, moderate to dark lemon-green color with slow and rich legs.
Nose with moderate to high intensity. Ripe, fleshy, white fruit, honeycomb, dried flowers, butter and vanilla. Dense, full bodied and complex
mouth with intense flavor of white fruit. Long finish dominated by vanilla,
honey and light oak flavors.

Douloufakis, Dafnes, P.G.I. Aspros Lagos

39.00

VI DIAN O FUM E
‘’Aspros Lagos’’ means ‘’white hare’’. It is the place name of the vineyard.
A unique white wine made 100% from the excellent Cretan Vidiano variety, planted at the outstanding vineyard ‘’Aspros Lagos’’. The configuration of its rich personality is also due to the barrel usage.

Paterianakis Melissinos, P.G.I. Heraklion

36.00

THRA PSATH IRI, SAU VI G N O N BLA N C
Bright white and yellow color with green sides. Perfumes particularly
intense, with the apricot, green apple, pineapple and lemon dominating.
Pleasant structure balanced with a subtle taste of butter and a beautiful acidity. Perfume of mouth Intense that lasts. A full body with a long
finish.

Miliarakis
M A LVAS IA ARO M AT I KA , M A LVAS I A D I CA NDIA
Golden-yellow color. Very appealing, expressive and elegant aroma of
fern, basil, tangerine, thyme honey, hints of tropical and exotic fruits
and some ‘’sumak’’ spice. Very aromatic, sensual, feminine and extrovert
taste that captures all the senses. It Is very refreshing till the end that
lingers in the mouth.

32.00

Diamandakis, Diamandopetra, P.G.I. Heraklion

€ 36.00

VI DIAN O ASSY RT I KO
Light yellow collor illuminates the glas. Elegant nose, with tropical fruits
meeting the stone on a botanical and spicy background. Pineapple,
apricot and chamomile are Intricately combined with vanilla, pink pepper, nuts and oak while hints of minrality complete the complex set. Full
mouth with oiliness, noticeable acidity and beautifully expressed fruit.
Apricot and vanilla with slightly spicy touches remain in the long-lasting
aftertaste.

Silva Daskalakis, Enstikto, P.G.I. Haraklion

34.00

VI DIAN O C H ARDO N N AY
Pale yellow color, intense nose with dominant aromas of fresh yellow
fruits, lemon and vanilla. Rich body, oily, with harmony and delicious,
aromatic aftertaste.

FROM THE REST OF GREECE
Santorini Sigalas, N.O.H.Q. Santorini island

48.00

ASSYRTIKO
A vibrant, aromatic blend of fruit, vanilla and nuts. Soft and rich body
with long lasting bouquet. A powerful wine of class.

Ktima Alpha, P.G.I. Florina

42.00

SAUV IGN O N B LA N C
Brilliantly, light yellow in color with greenish tints. Strong and lively nose,
typical Sauvignon Blanc, suggesting gooseberry, passion fruits, melon,
litchi with a note of honeysuckle. Round and mellow on the palate, quite
fat balanced although, with plenty of finesse. Crispy and well structured,
reminding the nose aromas with a hint of lime. A richly textured wine
with superb length and balance. A classy wine with long finish and persistent aromas.

Nico Lazaridi, Magiko Vouno, P.G.I., Agora

42.00

SAUV IGN O N B LA N C
It has a clear yellow-green colour. The amazing aromas of summer exotic fruit like melon, mango and mature citrus are perfectly balanced
with the aromas of nuts and vanilla coming as a result of the 6 month
maturation in oak barrels with the presence of fine lees. Full and greasy
mouth in absolute balance with the acidity. It has a long aftertaste with
notes of brioche and nuts.

Kosta Lazaridi, Chateau Julia, P.G.I. Drama

36.00

CHARD O N N AY
An ambitious Chardonnay with light gold colour. Full and buttery mouth
with acidity balanced and fruity flavor.

Tesseris Limnes P.G.I. – Florina
CHARD O N N AY, G E W Ü R Z T RA M I N E R
A successful blend of Chardonnay and Gewürztraminer with light gold
colour. Full and buttery mouth, balanced acidity and fruity flavour.

42,00

Sauvignon blanc Fume Karipidis, Vounena,
Thessalia, P.G.I.

€ 42.00

SAUV IGN O N B LA N C
Bright yellow color with greenish sheens. Intense and complex aromas.
The varietal characters (melon, peach, pineapple) are harmoniously
combined with the sweet (vanilla) and spicy (basil) scents developed
during oak maturation. Rich In palate, with a refreshing acidity and a
pleasantly lasting aftertaste, a wine sufficient ageing potential.

Domaine Katsaros, P.G.I. Krania, Thessalia

42.00

CHARD O N N AY
Yellow blonde glowing with light green hues. Intense and complex aroma of yellow fruit, citrus, wax and gentle smoke and vanilla. Cool mouth
with good acidity and volume. Great finish and durability.

Domaine Gerovassiliou, P.G.I. Epanomi

52.00

VI OGN IER
Domaine Gerovassiliou Viognier Epanomi is one of the best Viogniers
made outside of the Northern Rhone. Barrel fermented in new French
oak and aged on its lees, this is a fresh, concentrated, aromatic wine,
busting with complex flavours of peach, orange, lemon jasmine, herbs
and papper. An extremely versatile food partner.

Ktima Biblia Chora, P.G.I. Pangeon

38.00

SAUV IN GN O N B LA N C ASSY RT I KO
It has a pale green-yellow colour with stark clarity. Its impressive nose is
a bundle of aromas that highlight the character of the varetal. Intense
aromas of tropical fruit and grapefruit alternate with notes of lemony citrus to stimulate the senses. I has a rich, full-bodied and balanced flavour,
with exceptional structure, refreshing acidity and big aromatic finish.

Domaine Michaelidi, Lagotopos, P.G.I. Drama

96.00

ASSYRTIKO GEW U R Z T RA M I N E R SI N G L E V INE YARD
The two varieties that make It up, Assyrtiko and Gewurztramier come
from the mountainous vineyard ‘’Lagotopos’ which is located at an altitude of 220 meters. Planed in clay-calcareous soil, with good drainage,
the vines of these two varieties gave their exquisite fruit to create a wine
with nerve and exuberant aromatic and delicious character, while the
barrel that hosted it for 6 months bequeathed wealth, silk and complexity. Aromas of tropical fruits, rose, spices and citrus leave their mark on
a classy wine.

Ritinitis Nobilis, V.D.P. Corinth Peloponnese
RE TSIN A
Redefining Retsina wine in a new quality context, with selected Roditis grapes. A refreshing wine balanced perfectly between aromatic pine
resin and grapes in its citrus expression.

32.00

INTERNATIONAL
Chablis Premier Cru, Vaillons,
J.Moreau & Fils, France

€ 86.00

CHARD O N N AY
Pure and authentic wines characterized by an original blend: subtle minerality and intense fruitiness, structure and aromatic complexity and a
constant hint of smoke, proof of a preserved terroir.

Chateau Langlois, Pouilly Fume, Loire

56.00

SAUV IGN O N B LA N C
A white wine with distinctive citrus aromas and flovours with mineral
and herbal hints, very refreshing on the palate. Paired with seafood and
shellfish.

Villa Antinori Bianco, I.G.T. Italy

38.00

TRE B B IAN O, M ALVAS I A , CH A R D O N N Α Y
Villa Antinori Bianco offers a straw yellow color with greenish highlights.
The nose is delicate and elegant with its notes of bananas, pineapples,
white flowers, and candied fruit. The palate is balanced and harmonious
with good flavor persistence and mineral notes on the finish and aftertaste.

Viña Esmeralda, Mediterranean Classic

36.00

M OS CALTEL , GEW Ü RTZ T RA M I N E R
In the mountains area of the Upper Penedes the more delicate and aromatic white grape varieties are grown. Moscatel and Gewürtztraminer an
exceptionally delicate and strikingly fragrant wine.

Riesling Mosaik, Kuentz - Bas, Alsace
RI ES L IN G
In the nose, it already reveals a rich and intense complexity with citrus
fruits, fruits with yellow fresh, some floral and mineral notes. The mouth
is still on the reserve with a frank and straight attack, the balance is tightened by the crystalline acidity of the soil and still asks to melt with the
maiere. Finale is intense on light bitter.

42.00

ROSE WINES
Melissinos, Domaine Paterianakis,
P.G.I. Heraklion, organic wines

34.00

KOTS IFAL I SY RAH
A Cretan organic rose. Very crisp and pleasantly acidic. This wine is
quite robust with a vibrant color biased towards bright red.

Biblia Chora, P.G.I. Pangeon

34.00

SYRAH
A beautiful and extremely popular rose. It arises from the variety Syrah,
so it is characterized by spicy aromas in the nose and mouth. This is a
rose with a great range of food flavor combinations.

Gerovassiliou Estate, P.G.I., Epanomi, Thessaloniki

42.00

XI NOM AV RO
Pale salmon color, followed by a red fruit nose with herbal and mineral
scents. There are some lovely prppery notes contributing to complexity.
Tight on the palate, with tension and the telltale Xinomavro mouthwatering acidity, along a core of red cherries and raspberries.

Domaine Costa Lazaridi, P.G.I. Drama

42.00

M ERLOT
Exceptionally bright and a light color between light rosy and salmon. Lively nose reminiscent primarily of red fruit like strawberry and cherry, with
a hint of lemon verbena and an almost imperceptible presence of spices.
Elegance and finesse with a refreshing acidity which balances the alcohol
creating a sense of harmony rounded up with a pleasant fruity finish.

Melas, Idylle, P.G.I. d’ Achinos, Stylida

42.00

SYRAH , GREN AC H E , AG I O RG I T I KO
Smooth, elegant nose with dominant notes of juice, ripe cherries and
strawberries. Red apple, sanguine and orange blossom gradually reveal
themselves.The mouth is moderate volume with crisp acidity. Pomegranate, strawberry, cherries, peach, pink grapefruit, citron and candied
apple create a special profile for a rose wine. The long finish with citrus
notes boosts the palate.

Gavalas, AN, P.G.I. Hraklion, demi sec

32.00

KOTS IFAL I, CAB E R N E T SAU V I G N O N
Fresh fruits and flower’s aromas, rich, fruity aftertaste

Château Roubine La Vie en Rose, Provence
GRE N AC H , C INSAU LT, SY RA H
Expect a vibrant, crisp wine with youthful red fruit flavors and a sharp,
defined acidity.

52.00

RED WINES
FROM CRETE
Diamantakis Diamantopetra, P.G.I. Heraklion

36.00

SYRAH M AN D ILA R I A
Diamantopetra Red is a combination of two charming, distinctive red
grape varieties. The Cretan Mandilari a offers the strength, the rough
tannins and the acidity while the international and distinguished Syrah
brings in richness and firmness of the wine. Our first goal was to create
a strongly tasteful wine and secondly give the consumer the chance to
taste the aromas of the Cretan land that that preserve their purity and
authenticity from Minoan times till no .

Manousakis Nostos Blend

42.00

GRE N AC H E, M O U RVE R D E , RO U SSA N N E , SYRAH
All the Rhone in a bottle! An impressive wine that comes from a blend of
all varieties of the Estate. Therefore, it exhibits unbelievable complexity,
is particularly “talented” in combinations with complex flavors, and is
offered for long aging.

Douloufakis Aspros Lagos, P.G.I. Dafnes

32.00

CA BERN ET SAUV I G N O N
Deep red colour. Fruity full nose with oak accents and peppery minty
notes. Full bodied, rich, long texture with soft tannins melded nicely with
the other components. Pleasure finish.

Monastery Toplou, P.G.I. Sitia

38.00

SYRAH
A wonderful blend of organic farming grapes from the monks of Toplou
Monastery. Clear, dense ruby color. A full bodied aged wine with slightly
tannic structure.

Minos Miliarakis, P.G.I., Peza, Heraklion

32.00

KOTS IFAL I, M AN D I LA R I
A red aged wine with composite flavors of red fruit and new oak barrel.
Velvet body rich in tannins and extraordinary aftertaste

FROM THE REST OF GREECE
Biblia Chora, P.G.I. Pangeon

48.00

CA BERN ET SAUV I G N O N , M E R LOT, AG I O RGIT IKO
Dark red with distinct brown highlights. Dense nose with pepper and
chocolate, coffee, butter, ink, smoke and vanilla. Soft and velvety mouthfeel, with acidity offering nerve and a pleasant, long lasting aftertaste.

Techni Alipias, P.G.I. Drama
CA BERN ET SAUV I N G O N , AG I O RG I T I KO
Complex, beautifully open bouquet of cherries and plums, with notes of
pepper and vanilla. In the mouth it is rich, mature, fleshy, well structured,
with beautifully softened tannins. A delightful wine of real character,
which can be consumed fresh or aged for several years.

42.00

Domaine Kosta Lazaridi, Château Julia, P.G.I. Drama

56.00

M ERLOT
Solid, deep red. Enchanting alternation of impressions. Redcurrant, cherry jam, mint chocolate, ink and cedar are only some of the identifiable
aromas. Fleshy, rich, almost plethoric, with abundant fruit supporting the
well Integrated tannins. The theoretically high alcohol Is balanced by the
acidity and expressed mainly as sweetness and volume. Long finish with
notes of chocolate.

Domaine Katsaros, P.G.I., Krania, Thessalia

56.00

CA BERN ET SAUV I N G O N , M E R LOT
From the very quality Greek red-improving year by year. Feels good,
good tannic structure and perfect finish make it very popular among
avid red drinkers.

Nico Lazaridi, Magiko Vouno, P.G.I., Agora

59.00

CA BERN ET SAUV I G N O N , CA B E R N E T F RA NC
It has a deep purple colour with complex aromas of red fruits, violet,
black cherry and some gentle references of sweet spices, plum and eucalyptus. It has a rich flavor and body with a fruity aromatic aspect and
long aftertaste.

Domaine Hatzimichalis, P.G.I, Atalanti

32.00

SYRAH , M ERLOT, CA B E R N E T SAU V I G N O N
& GREN AC H E RO U G E
Shiny and deep ruby color. Enchanting fragrance composition with
plums, sour cherries and currants and spice notes. In the mouth the aromas become more earthy with distinct cinnamon notes. Moderate to full
body, elegant and lightweight, with gentle tannins and balanced acidity.

Fleva, Skouras Estate, P.G.I. Peloponnese

46.00

SYRAH
Deep red, so deep, as to be almost opaque. Rich nose palate, blackberries, black cherries, plums. Hints of spices, truffle, black chocolate.
Intensely peppery. Elaborate mouth.

Papaioannou Nemea, P.G.I. Peloponnese

32.00

PI NOT N O IR
Pale red color with purple hues. Intense aromas of cedar, strawberry and
cherry are apparent on the nose, with nuances of tobacco, vanilla and
violet. Rich and elegant mouth feel with a luscious and savory aftertaste.

Gaia Estate, P.G.I. Peloponnese

AGIORGITIKO
The origin of the forest and the degree of burning, the way of cutting
the used wood and every small detail, has been examined and chosen
so we eventually get a wine with a high complex personality.

Domaine Michaelidi, Lagotopos, P.G.I. Drama
M AV ROTRAGAN O
The palate offers elegant and charming tannins with a long and persistent intensity of juicy blackberries on the finish.

36.00

105.00

INTERNATIONAL
Château Les Conseillans, A.O.C. Bordeaux, France

48.00

M ERLOT, CAB ERN E T SAU V I G N O N , CA B E R NE T F RANC , MALB EC
This wine is dry and extracted, with firm, almost bitter tannins. Licorice
and black chocolate flavors dominate. It will take several years for the
fruit potential to show.

Bouchard Père & Fils, La Vignee, Bourgogne

42.00

PI NOT N O IR
Semi translucent bright dark red colour with a vibrant purple red hue.
Freshly crushed red cherry and red currant aromas overlay hints of dried
herbs, subtle cedar, earth and spice. Light in body and possessing an
elegant, fresh feel, flavours of red cherries and red currant are to the
fore over light earth, traces of dried herbs and spicy cedar. Dryish finish
with bright acidity and fine grained tannins.

Barbera d’Alba, G.D. Vajra, D.O.C. Piedmont, Italy

49.00

BA RBERA
Great persistence and balance, with a velvet finish. Deep red color with
purple hues refer to the sweetness of a dark fruit with refined elegance.
Intense and rich on the nose, it is both fresh and harmonious.

Bodegas, Muga, Rioja
TEMP RAN IL LO, GA R N AC H A , M A Z U E LO, G RAC IANO
A smooth, mellow attack, with tannins wrapping the sides of the mouth
with hints of menthol. In the finish the interesting lingering persistence is
worthy of note.

52.00

NEW WORLD WINES
USA-CALIFORNIA
Robert Mondavi Winery, Napa Valley

98.00

CHARD O N N AY
Our Napa Valley chardonnay’s juicy pineapple and ripe pear fruits mingle
with warm apple pie and toasted hazelnut flavors in this incredibly rich
textured wine. It’s defining creaminess is elevated by refreshing acidity
and carries the fruity, toasty flavors along its deliciously rich finish.

Robert Mondavi Winery, Napa Valley

125.00

CA BERN ET SAUV I G N O N
Blending the balance of a Bordeaux with modern Californian personality, this Cabernet Sauvignon evokes cedar, blackcurrant and cocoa. The
mouth is round, tannic, complex and skilfully wooded.

CHILE
Santa Digna Reserva, Miguel Torres

32.00

SAUV IGN O N B LA N C
This unwooded Sauvignon Blanc is a lively dry elegant refreshing style
showing a lovely combination of green apple flavors supported by ripe
tropical fruits. Zesty, clean finish.

Santa Digna Reserva, Miguel Torres

34.00

CA BERN ET SAUV I G N O N
Miguel Torres Santa Digna Cabernet Sauvignon Reserva is a clear, deep
ruby in colour. On the nose moderate, intense and very fruity aromas of
cassis, violets and red fruits. The palate is majestically structured, velvety, meaty and with elegant body and flavors of cassis and blackberries.
Medium finish with smooth, fine tannins, outlined by new oak ensure a
long evolution in the bottle.

ARGENTINA
Trapiche Melodias, Mendoza, Red

38.00

M A LB EC
Selected vineyards in the high area of the Mendoza River and in the east
region of Mendoza. A rich wine with violet hues, redolent of plums and
cherries. Round in the mouth with a touch of truffle, cocoa and vanilla.
Deliciously soft and easy drinking.

Bodega Lagarde, Mendoza
M A LB EC
High altitude, low yields and selection of fruit makes this Malbec an elegant well balanced, full bodied red wine. Soft notes of vanilla, chocolate
and smoke.

48.00

WINES BY GLASS
WHITE WINES

1.5 DL

Lyrarakis White, P.G.I. Heraklion

€ 6.00

M US CAT O F S P IN A , V I D I A N O

Mantinia Tselepos, P.D.O. Mantinia, Peloponesse

7.00

M OS C H O FIL ERO

Kosta Lazaridi, Chateau Julia, P.G.I. Drama

7.50

CHARD O N N AY

Sauvignon Βlanc Fume Karipidis, Vounena,
Thessalia, P.G.I.

8.50

SAUV IGN O N B LA N C

ROSE WINES

1.5 DL

Lyrarakis rose, Legacy N.O.H.Q. Alagni, Heraklion

6.50

L I ATIKO, M ER LOT

Techni Alipias, P.G.I, Drama

7.50

CABERNET SAUVIGNON, MERLOT, SYRAH, SANGIOVESE, NEBBIOLO

RED WINES
Strataridakis Kokkina Homata, P.G.I. Heraklion

1.5 DL
7.00

CA BERN ET SAUV I G N O N , KOTS I FA L I

Nico Lazaridi, Black Sheep, P.G.I., Agora

8.00

M ERLOT, SY RAH

Alejandro Fernanez, Pesquera Crianza,
Ribera del Duero
TI NTO FIN O

9.50

CHAMPAGNES & SPARKLING WINES
Moët & Chandon Brut

95.00

Laurent Perrier Brut

90.00

Veuve Clicquot Brut Yellow Label

95.00

Drappier Carte d’Or Brut

105.00

Pommery Brut, Royal

105.00

Dom Perignon Brut

425.00

Pommery rose

165.00

Proseco Zonin Spumante S.P. Cuvee

48.00

CHAMPAGNES & SPARKLING WINES
BY THE GLASS
Laurent Perrier Brut

19.00

Drappier Carte d’Or Brut

22.00

Proseco Zonin Spumante S.P. Cuvee

12.00

24% VAT AND Taxes are included - Mehrwertsteuer 24% und Steuern im Preis enhalten.
Taxes et VAT 24% sont inclus dans les prix. Οι τιμές συμπεριλαμβάνουν φόρους και ΦΠΑ 24%
V.D.P. Regional Wine-A.C. Apellations of Controlled Origin
N.O.H.Q. Apellations of High Quality Origin.
D.O.C. Domination of Controlled Origin
I.G.T. indication of Geographical Origin.
P.G.I. Protected Geographical Indication.
Consumer is not obliged to pay, if the notice of payment has not been received.
Ο καταναλωτής δεν έχει την υποχρέωση να πληρώσει αν δεν έχει λάβει το νόμιμο παραστατικό.

